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NYQUIST CRITERION FOR SYSTEMS WITH DISTRIBUTED DELAYS
PEKAR, L[ibor]

Abstract: Asymptotic and strong stability, spectrum analysis
and stabilization of linear time-invariant time delay systems
have been challenging tasks in control theory during last
decades. The aim of this contribution is to derive and present
closed loop stability criterion for systems with distributed
delays based on the argument principle. Both retarded and
neutral delayed systems are considered to obtain general
results. Proofs of statements and theorem and demonstrative
examples are omitted due to the limited space.
Key words: time delay systems, argument principle, distributed
delays, Nyquist criterion

1. INTRODUCTION
Delay in the feedback for linear time-invariant time delay
systems (LTI-TDS) can significantly deteriorate the quality of
control performance, namely stability and periodicity (Stépán,
1989). For lumped delays, the denominator quasipolynomial
decides about the control system asymptotic stability since its
zeros agree with system poles with the same meaning as for
polynomials; however, the spectrum is infinite due to a
quasipolynomial transcendental form. Dealing with distributed
delays (either in state or input variables) is a rather more
involved since some roots of transfer function numerator and
denominator coincide and thus some denominator zeros are not
the system poles. Moreover, stability of neutral systems can not
be sufficiently studied only in terms of asymptotic stability
because of the fact that neutral LTI-TDS can be destabilized by
even infinitesimally small changes in delays. This brought the
concept of so called strong stability (Hale & Verduyn Lunel,
1993) closely related to notion of formal stability (Pontryagin,
1942).
In this contribution, we derive the generalized Nyquist
criterion for LTI-TDS with distributed delays, for both retarded
and neutral cases, ensuring the closed loop asymptotic and
robust stability. The findings in papers mentioned above were
obtained via the argument principle, or equivalently, via the
Mikhaylov stability criterion (Górecki et al., 1989; Zítek &
Vyhlídal, 2008). The paper extends results obtained for retarded
systems with lumped delays only in (Pekař et al., 2011).

2. PRELIMINARIES
A state-space description of a LTI-TDS can be provided by
the set of FDEs in the form (1) where x  n is a vector of state
variables, u  m stands for a vector of inputs, y  l represents
a vector of outputs, Ai, A(τ), Bi, B(τ), C, Hi are real matrices of
compatible dimensions, sums with 0  i  L stand for lumped
(point-wise) delays and convolution integrals express
distributed delays. If Hi  0 for any i = 1,2,...NH, model (1) is
called neutral; on the other hand, if Hi  0 for every i =
1,2,...NH, so called retarded LTI-TDS is obtained.
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Considering model (1) and zero initial conditions, the
following input-output description of a general multi-input
multi-output (MIMO) system in the form of the transfer matrix
using the Laplace transform is obtained
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All transfer functions in G(s) (or a transfer function in
SISO case) have identical denominator factor in the form
ms   numdetsI  As   numM s 
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where prefix num means the numerator of the determinant, and

 mnj exp  nj s   constantholds for a neutral system;
hn

j 1

otherwise, the system is retarded. The expression on the righthand side of (3) represents a so called quasipolynomial
(El’sgol’ts & Norkin, 1973). In the case of internal distributed
delays, M s   ms  represents a meromorphic function and
zeros of ms  do not agree with system poles. Moreover, inputoutput distributed delays bring about additional denominator
factors as denCadjsI  As Bs  for some transfer functions
in G(s).
LTI-TDS is asymptotically stable if all poles are located in
the open left half plane, 0 . In the case of neutral systems, one
has to check sensitivity to infinitesimal change in delays which
can destabilize the system. In this sense, necessary and
sufficient strong stability condition in the Laplace transform
can be formulated as
hi

 mnj  1
j 1

(4)
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see e.g. (Hale & Verduyn Lunel, 1993; Zítek & Vyhlídal,
2008) where mnj are coefficients for the highest s-power in
(3). A strongly stable system is robust against infinitesimal
changes in delays of a neutral LTI-TDS which can destroy the
asymptotic stability of the difference equation. Strong
stability implies formal stability which means that a neutral
LTI-TDS has only a finite number of poles in the (closed)
right-half complex plane,
al., 2002).
Let ms 



(Pontryagin, 1942; Loisseau et

be a retarded or strongly stable neutral

quasipolynomial. The number NU of its zeros ms  located in
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see e. g. (Górecki et al., 1989).
Consider quasipolynomial ms  of neutral type satisfying
m0  0 , ms   0 for any imaginary s  j ,   , and (4).
Then ms  is strongly and asymptotically stable if and only if
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according to (Zítek & Vyhlídal, 2008).

Consider a simple control system as in Fig. 1 and express
the plant and controller transfer functions, respectively, as
Gs   bs  / as  , GR s   qs  / ps 

(7)

where as  , bs  , qs  , ps  are quasipolynomials and Gs  is
strictly proper and GR s  is proper (the properness is defined
as for delay-free systems using the highest s-power). The
theorem reads as follow.
Let the plant and the controller have transfer functions as in
(7) with distributed delays and let the control system be of the
simple feedback structure. Let quasipolynomials as  and
ps  have no root on the imaginary axis, i.e. as   0, ps   0
for any imaginary s  j ,   , and the denominator of
GO s  be map s  . Then
1) If map s  is a retarded quasipolynomial with

 arg map s   l / 2

(8)
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then the closed-loop system is asymptotically stable if and only
if

 arg 1  GO s   n  l  2nU 


2

 nU ,ap

(9)

holds where n is the highest s-power in map s  , nU stands for
the number of common zeros of the numerator and
denominator of GO s  in  and nU ,ap represents for the
number of unstable zeros of map s  which are not included in

the numerator of GO s  .

4. CONCLUSION
In this contribution, a generalized Nyquist criterion for both
retarded and neutral LTI-TDS with distributed delays has been
presented. Dealing with quasipolynomials instead of
polynomials is a rather more involved since an infinite
spectrum of such systems. Moreover, the presence of
distributed delays makes the decision about system stability
more complex because transfer function denominator does not
coincidence with the system poles. Neutral systems require
including a notion of strong stability as well.
In the future work, the presented theorem will be utilized
while testing the robustness of controllers designed for LTITDS using the algebraic approach in the RMS ring, see e.g.
(Pekař & Prokop, 2011).
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